
The CAIL Method™
CROWD ACCELERATED INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING

» A NEW WAY OF LEARNING 

Co-developed by the Stanford Graduate 

School of Business and GroupMind 

Learning Systems, CAIL brings to life  

real-world business challenges to 

improve executive skills through a new 

way of learning. Each module includes a 

video case vignette with crowd-sourced 

discussion questions designed to  

drive engagement.

Through story-telling, CAIL grabs the 

viewer’s attention in relevant, often 

emotional dilemmas, and drives a  

reaction in the moment to examine 

personal instincts, values and 

judgments within a larger set of ideas.

GroupMind Learning Systems   »   Stanford Graduate School of Business



 » Case Challenge Video - CAIL Learning Modules create a community, 
helping participants to tackle challenges presented through real cases. 
The centerpiece of each module is a video vignette of a leadership challenge. 
The case sparks personal reactions and group evaluation, while stimulating 
new ways of looking at issues. CAIL helps to form a common language 
and cultural anchor, helping new teams form and disbursed teams take 
on new challenges.  

 » Feedback Cycles - By comparing responses, participants can contrast their 
gut reactions and decisions to the responses of others for insight into their 
underlying assumptions and mental models. This learning makes participants 
more self aware and open to new ideas.

 » Personal Action Plan - Based on new perspectives participants can define 
goals in a Personal Action Plan, which also captures their insights recorded 
during the session in the MyNotes feature.

CAIL Crowd Accelerated Individualized Learning
A new way of learning

“This learning session was a great 

use of my time. I appreciated seeing 

everyone else’s responses and I liked 

developing my action plan that I can 

apply to my challenges today.”   —M.G.

CAIL integrates three 
learning approaches that 
use new interactive web 
technologies, which can 
be implemented in the 
classroom or virtually.

» What if you could benefi t from every 
     person’s wisdom in the class?
     With CAIL, you can!
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Solve the Engagement Gap
The two biggest barriers to learning are the lack of engagement and 
resistance to new ideas. CAIL provides structure for the cognitive and 
social processes necessary for rapid learning in a way that greatly increases 
participant engagement.

Self-Paced or Facilitated?
CAIL learning sessions have proven to be impactful in both facilitated and 
self-paced modes for teams that are co-located or dispersed.

“I found high value in the participants 

simultaneously contributing their 

approaches to the issue presented. It 

accelerated the learning process and 

greatly improved engagement.” 

 —D.T.  Facilitator 

“We used CAIL to deliver management skills training to our supervisors. 

The videos and peer learning worked beyond expectations in getting 

our high potentials to the next level.”  —S.F.
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The CAIL Method™

Benefi ts from Using CAIL
Learning is immediately deepened when participants calibrate their thinking 
based on a range of approaches to a case challenge.  

Capture the “aha” moments that frequently occur as participants see that there 
are other, possibly better ways, to approach an issue. 

Star-ratings increase engagement by allowing participants to rate group 
comments, highlighting those the group fi nds will be most effective.  

Easy-to-use and affordable for both virtual and classroom settings.

 » Performance Reviews

 » Ethical Dilemmas

 » Leading Innovation

 » Managing Strategic Change

 » Self Leadership Skills

 » One-On-One Communication Skills

 » Developing Political Acumen 

 » Turning A Need For Change 
Into an Opportunity

 » Getting Buy-In 

 » Hiring for Cultural and 
Organizational Fit

 » Building Inclusion

 » Delegation and Empowerment

 » Building High Performance Teams 

 » Developing Leaders with Mentoring

 » Decision Making Trade-off

 » Overcoming Conflict

 » Delivering Results 

For more information, contact:

GroupMind Learning Systems
Division of GroupMind Express

831 234-0163  
CAIL-info@groupmindexpress.com 

Stanford Graduate School of Business 
650 724-5930

Modules Currently Available or In Development


